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• Compare object tracking by the human visual system against typical computer models

• Use insights from human visual system tracking to inspire novel algorithms

Motivation:

Related work

Figure 1. Usual workflow of a MOT 

algorithm:

1. Input frames

2. object detector is run to obtain the 

bounding boxes of the objects 

3. For every detected object, different 

features are computed

4. An affinity computation step calculates 

the probability of two objects belonging 

to the same target 

5. An association step assigns a numerical 

ID to each object 

Multi Object Tracking (MOT) is a computer vision task that aims to analyze videos in order to identify 
and track objects belonging to one or more categories, such as pedestrians, cars, animals and 
inanimate objects, without any prior knowledge about the appearance and number of targets [11]  
(Fig.1)

Our Proposed Architectures:
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Objectives

Figure 2. A simplification of the typical architecture of one stage deep 

learning object detector. Starting with an input image or video frame, this 

image gets passed to the backbone, a CNN for feature extraction. 

Additionally, sometimes they include the "neck", operations for enhancing 

the selection of  features. After this, the feature vector is passed to the 

"head" or "Dense Predictor" that takes care of the detection and 

classification.

In step 2 an object detector is typically used. The essence of object detection is to locate and classify 
objects, which uses rectangular bounding boxes to locate the detected objects and classify the 
categories of the objects. (Fig 2)  Careful use of deep learning in the detection step can considerably 
improve the performance of a tracking algorithm. [9,10]

The backbone for object detection is typically a Feed-forward convolutional neural networks (CNNs). 
CNNs are currently state-of-the-art for most computer vision-related tasks. Further, they are 
quantitatively accurate models of temporally-averaged responses of neurons in the primate brain's 
visual system. [2,8]

CNNs cannot intuitively encode temporal or motion features due to their feed forward nature. That's 
why usually Kalman filter or LSTM are used for extracting motion features in tracking.  We 
hypothesize that using  a recurrences and feedback in in CNNs architectures could improve tracking 
by enabling feature reusability and extraction of motion features like an LSTM.

Biological visual systems have two architectural features not shared with typical Feed-Forward CNNs: 
local recurrence within cortical areas, and long-range feedback from downstream areas to upstream 
areas[1-8], it is hypothesized that these architectures play a role in object recognition and scene 
understanding [1,2]. Notably [8],  presented the convolutional recurrent neural network (ConvRNN) (Fig. 
3) implementing both architectures in CNNs and showing performance gains. 

Figure 3. Usual workflow of a MOT algorithm:

The architecture of ConvRNN it has feedforward connections, long-

range feedback connections, and self recurrence (ConvRNN Cells)

Figure 4. Yolo v3 Backbone : Darknet 53 has 53 convolutional layers . 

Some of the same transformation are perform upwards of 8 times .

• ConvRNNs proved useful in scene understanding because they naturally integrate high- and low-level 
visual information, both of which are critical to understand scene structure. Long-range feedback in a 
ConvRNN plays a role analogous to the up-sampling layers typically used in the neck of object detectors 
, while locally recurrent cells are like “skip-connections” in that they combine features of the same 
spatial resolution. 

• ConvRNNs have less parameters than a similar performing CNN: Recurrence “extends” a 
feedforward computation, reflecting the fact that an unrolled recurrent network is equivalent to a 
deeper feedforward network that conserves on neurons by repeating transformations several times 
e.g. Figure 4. 

• Detection Backbone: The first Architectures focuses on utilizing the ConvCNNs as the backbone for 
the object detector. Since it has been shown to perform better on certain task

• Unifying detection and tracking: Our feature 
extraction component is a ConvRNN based on 
a 5-layer CNN, each layer augmented with a 
task optimized recurrent unit. Additionally, 
long-range feedback connections are 
introduced from all layers to the first 
convolutional layer. This structure could take 
advantage of changing in features over time 
by extracting motion and visual features at 
multiple scales after differing numbers of 
passes. 


